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[The editors are not responsible for statements made in the correspondence column. Anonymous communications cannot be considered, but the names of correspondents will be withheld when so desired.] A Correction To the Editor of Scientific American: In my article on the Diesel engine, on page 314, next to the last paragraph, the statement is made: “On the other hand, in an engine with eight cylinders, one cylinder may not become inoperative without affecting the power of the engine to a very great extent.” The word not in this sentence is an error, as the point to be made was that an engine having as many cylinders might run with one cylinder inoperative without affecting the power, to any serious extent. Haynek H. Gordon. October 7th, 1911. Roots in Sewer Pipes To the Editor of Scientific American: I noted with interest to-day the illustration and article on page 281 of the Scientific American, referring to roots in sewer pipes, and a shield to prevent their entrance. In passing, I should like to remark that so far as my experience goes, sewer pipes are cemented together, “baby” or pad of cloth or burlap being dragged through by the mason to smooth the interior of the joints. Returning to the roots, I wish to say that while quartermaster at Fort Assinni-boine, Montana, I found a main sewer pipe clogged, and a basement flooded with sewage, one day. Upon digging up the pipe (it was about 10 feet down) it was found that a mass of fine, hair-like roots, bunched together, completely closed it. This pipe was 8 inches in diameter, but just at this point was a junction, below the main was 10 inches in diameter, and this, too, was found almost entirely dosed by root masses. In all, 36 feet of pipe (about equal portions of each size) were replaced as the roots could he cleared out only by breaking up the pipe, and pulling the masses of fibers out. The largest mass was about 6 feet long and 3 inches in diameter, and when washed out and dried, was very similar in appearance to a bunch of oakum. The pipe was of the best quality of glazed tile obtainable and the joints were tightly cemented; but these root-fibers had grown through the pipe at all points, and so thickly that fragments of the pipe in some cases seemed to support a thick growth of hair. The roots came, apparently, from some small cottonwoods planted as shade trees along the roadway, and the nearest were about 20 feet laterally from the pipe line. A friend of mine told me that he had had a similar trouble with eucalyptus roots in a California post, and had cured it by packing the pipes in salt. I therefore purchased all the coarse rock salt (not lump, but broken pieces) that could be obtained in the small neighboring town of Havre, Montana, and packed it about 3 inches thick below, on each side, and above the replaced pipe, completely inclosing it. I n the dry soil of that country this mass of salt should not soon dissolve; and the earth immediately around the pipe would remain heavily “salted” for a long time to come. The eost was only a few cents per foot, and it is not easy to see how any roots could pass such a barrier. Durham, N. H. G. W. Edgekly, A Curious Meteor DR. MAX WOLF, director of the observatory of Heidelberg, reports in UAstroraomie, tha ton the night of M ay 22nd, he observed a faint meteor moving from east to west across the constellation Aquila. Its diameter was about 15 minutes of arc. It passed rapidly over the star Gamma Aquilffi, and disappeared, leaving behind it a faint trail which vanished almost immediately. The remarkable feature of the observation was that the. star Gamma remained invisible for fully 3% seconds after the meteor and its train . had disappeared. The obvious explanation is that the meteor left behind it a trail of opaque and non-luminous matter, dense enough to eclipse the star. Utter Perfection in a Non-Skid Tread Double Thickness-Toughness-Deep-Cut Blocks-Countless Edges and Angles-Combined With No- Rim-Cut Tires— After three years of effort—after testing 24,000 treads—we offer you all you have looked for in a Non-Skid tread. And we combine it with Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires—l 0% oversize—the tires now wanted by every man who knows. The Winter Tire In 1908 we started our experts at perfecting a Non-Skid tread. A tread to get rid of ruinous chains and petty non-skid devices. Our instructions were these: "It must be made without metal, for rubber and metal never combine, and the friction between them soon ruins a tread, "It must be an addition to our regular tread. "It must be immensely effective on any sort of slippery road. And it must remain effective as long as a thick, tough tread can last. "It must be a fitting addition to feature with Goodyear No-Rim-Cut tires." Here's the Result Here is the tread they created. An extra tread, almost as thick as our regular tread, onto which it is vulcanized. A double-thick tread, nearly puncture-proof. Made of the toughest sort of rubber, as impervious to wear as rubber ever can be. When it does wear off, there's our regular tire left below it. The blocks are deep-cut and enduring. They are wide at the base, so the load is spread over as wide a surface as it is with the smooth-tread tire. They to the road face edges and angles in every direction. The grooves can't fill up, and the air rushing through them keeps the tire cool—saves the danger of friction heat. On No-Rim-Cut Tires the greatest fact is that tread is combined with our famous No-Rim-Cut tires. These patented tires have quickly become the most popular tires on the market. Over 700,000 have been sold to date. The control of this tire, in the past two years, has multiplied our tire sales by six. And we are equipping ourselves for the coming season to build 3,800 per day. One important fact is that these tires can't be rim-cut. With the old-type tires—the clincher tires—23 per cent of all ruined tires are rim-cut. Such a tire, if punctured, may be wrecked in a single block. The myriad of motorists who use No-Rim-Cut tires avoid all of this cost and worry. 10 Per Cent Oversize Then No-Rim-Cut tires are 10 per cent over the rated size. The method of fitting permits this. That means 10 per cen t more air—10 per cent added carrying capacity. And that, with the average car, adds 25 per cent to the tire mileage. These two features together cut tire bills in two. Yet No-Rim-Cut tires cost just the same as other standard tires. They fit any standard rim. And they if you wish, with the best Non-Skid tread ever put onto a tire. How can you afford to use lesser tires ? And the tread is white. You have never seen a device against skidding which compares with this ideal tread. Our Tire Book, based on 12 years of tire making, is filled with facts you should know. Ask us to mail it to you. The Goodyear Tire&Rubber Co.. First Street, - Akron, Ohio Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits Main Canadian Office, Toronto, Ont. Canadian Factory, Bowmanville, Ont. (397) 400 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN October 28, 1911 ABSOLUTELY FREE! Twelve-Lesson Course in Magazine Salesmanship Ik GENTS, S alesmen, Side-line Men, Students, Lady Z-\ Canvassers, Picture and Insurance and other •L \* Representatives may receive, absolutely free, a complete twelve-lesson course of training in magazine salesmanship. Literally millions of subscriptions for the thousands of magazines and newspapers of the United States will be ordered by the public during the few months intervening before February 1, 1912. This wonderful course tells how the most successful and highest paid magazine agents do business. It will help the beginner, and it contains suggestions for the specialist. All energetic, red-blooded agents who are ambitious should study it carefully. Fill in carefully your full name and complete address on the coupon below and mail it today. Your opportunity ! To the Publishers of SUCCESS Magazine, 20-31 East Twenty-second Street, New York City: Please enter me upon your special twelve-lesson course in magazine salesmanship, absolutely free of all costs to me. I will agree to study these lessons carefully. Name in full Address City State "The most interesting romance for Americans is America's own story." A History Of the American People By WOODROW WILSON PA.D., lift./)., Former President of Princeton University Do you know that Woodrow Wilson has written the most scholarly and most readable narrative History of the United States that our country has yet produced ? The History is in five volumes, is profusely illustrated with maps, plans, pictures, etc., and is written with such delightful gracility of style that, with all its authority, it reads like an enticing romance. Woodrow Wilson put half a lifetime of research into this great work ; and the result is a wonderful picture of the growth of our country from the days of Columbus down to the accession of Theodore Roosevelt. The object of this advertisement is to make to you a special half-price offer. You may have the books at just half the regular price ; you may send them back to us if you don't like them, and you may have a year's subscription to Harper's Weekly (or Harper's Magazine) included without any additional payment. The price is $12.00, including the periodical, and the entire five volumes come to you as soon as you send us $1.00. It's a great chance. The most perfect series of maps in color ever published, showing the territorial growth, political changes, and general development of the United States. There is a full-page portrait of every president from Washington to Roosevelt, fac-simile fr,j!-.ki n S':i:ix^v reproductions of rare manuscripts, state papers and governmental records, together with numerous illustrations by Pyle, Remington, Fenn, Chapman, Christy, and many others. The books are bound in a manner befitting the importance of the work. A high-grade New Ymk Gentlemen : Please send me, all charges prepaid, A HISTORY OF THE AMERICAN PEOPLE, Five Volumes, Cloth Binding, subject to ten days' xx paper has been used and no expense spared. approval, and also enter my subscription to HARPER'S for one year, for which I enclose $1.00 and aj,___ to send you $1.00 a month until the total price, XX $12.00, is paid, if the books are accepted by me. X S.A. 10-28 A New Edition in Five Volumes PREPARED WITH A VIEW TO POPULARIZING THIS GREAT WORK. Catalogue of Our Standard Sets of Books will be sent upon request. A MAGAZINE ifTASTE AND DISTINCTION IN ALL THINGS THAT PERTAIN TO HOME-MAKING : . : Every number superbly illustrated by many halftone reproductions from photographs. Houses Bungalows House Plans Interiors Furnishings Plumbing Water Supply Lighting Heating Cooking Housekeeping Landscape Gardens Flowers Fruits Lawns Garages Garden Plans Aviation Automobiling Poultry Kennel Stock Architecture Cover of November Number—Now Out are some of the many subjects covered in its columns. American Homes and Gardens $3.00 a year by subscript/on At .newsstands, per copy, 25c Munn&Co., Inc., Publishers, 361 Broadway, N. Y. In the O *1_ November SCriDIier NOTHING that Gen. Frederick Funston has written is more replete with dramatic interest than the story he tells in this number of “The Capture of Emilio Agui- naldo.” For sheer adventure and absorbing plot it would be hard to match it in any romance by Dumas. Thomas Nelson Page writes of “General Lee and the Confederate Government.” This is a most important and interesting contribution to the history of the war between the States, and gtves a new ImpreSSIOn of the tremendous difficulties that beset and handicapped the great Confederate General in his relations with the administration. A second article on Cleveland's Administrations, by JAMES FORD RHODES, deals with his attitude on the Silver Question and the Venezuela Boundary Dispute. Two unusual stories: John Flint, Deputy Chief, by LAWRENCE PERRY—the story of a fireman. A Mail-Order Cowboy, by Lieut. HUGH JOHNSON. MADAME WADDINGTON has written An Impression of Coronation Week, an intimate personal impression of the scenes and the many notable people she had the privilege of knowing and meeting. Fox and Drag Hunting in the United States is the subject of artist HENRY R. POORE'S article which will be illustrated by his own paintings, a number of them in color The second installment of A. E. W. MASON'S fascinating serial The Turnstile. The story opens with a dramatic earthquake in the Argentine and then shifts to England. RALPH D. PAINE describes The Great Port of London River. The wonderful waterway from London Bridge to the sea. Illustrated. Special Offer: For the next three months the publishers of SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE offer extraordinary inducements to any one who secures a specified number of subscriptions to the Magazine. Agents wanted in every town. Write now for Booklet A, giving full particulars. Address SCRIBNER'S MAGAZINE, NewYork City. Three Dollars a Year Twenty-five Cents a Number
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